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I am listening to the opacity

Pushing the ears towards the bottom
my body is floating
the pyramid rests on the water
finds its balance by rotation and finally
laying down quiet

sound...less
burdened by the
meaning

filling my ears
can’t hear your
voice anymore...



Make a sign if you hear a beep

Satellite imagery is asymetricalSatellite imagery is asymetrical
the whole endeavor to move againstthe whole endeavor to move against
gravity is predicated on the desiregravity is predicated on the desire
to disembody lifeto disembody life

a false narrativea false narrative
an empty abstractionan empty abstraction
let’s move closer to heatlet’s move closer to heat
where the water absorbs thewhere the water absorbs the
Acoustic energyAcoustic energy

I can recall looking upwardsI can recall looking upwards
where the birds werewhere the birds were
moving in all directionsmoving in all directions



what if you can’t expose my ear and 
shed
light on its interior...?
maybe you should rather listen...

when I arrived in Germany
on the very first evening the ear-
expert inspected my ear
she said immediately

that my problem is having
too much ear wax. Produced to protect me



If the earwax hasn’t been removed, if the water 
hasn’t been made the right level of pressure:

it was a millisecond

then I could hear ridiculously a lot
  
  the breath
  the silence
  the silence
  the silence
  the silence



is this about authenticity, or the possibility of 
pause and repetition, to really stretch one’s sensual 
capacity...to have access to the incident without 
mediation
mitigation?

My tongue is dried
longing for a sip of water
if the dead would have resurrected
if the record would have been altered
The rhythm you have danced to
the tempo we found resounded


